THREE STREAMS OF AWAKENED FILMS AND WORKSHOPS

• Spirituality and interfaith dialogue
• Consciousness and culture
• Mysticism and mindfulness
• New Science, quantum frontiers

IN AFFILIATION WITH
CENTERS FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING
PEACE ON EARTH FILM FESTIVAL

Festival Passes
• Celebration Pass: Full event (day and eve) plus private reception
• Certificate Pass: Full event with access to all films and workshops
• Film Spa: Single day AND same evening
• Evening Gala Pass (or all galas)

Lodging
• Old Mission Santa Barbara Retreat Center. Economy lodging including meals.
• Downtown hotels at discount conference rates. Self-reserve with links from website

Transportation
• Santa Barbara Airport (SBA)
• Amtrak to downtown Santa Barbara
• Festival shuttles and electric MTD

awakenedworldfilmfestival.com
The first ever Awakened World Film Festival is a "spirit-spun" celebration of the emerging opportunities of our times.

The unique feature of this Festival is its focus on bringing inspiration, reflection, and learning into harmony with enlightened action. Over four nights and three days, enjoy evening film and musical galas in one of Santa Barbara’s landmark theaters, and design your own daytime film/workshop experience by choosing from among three sensational downtown viewing venues.

This is a film festival woven into a working conference in which YOU play a key role.

Each daytime session will combine a sequence of...
1) Inner centering from a variety of traditions
2) Film screening
3) Presentation by film’s principal producers, directors, actors, and advocates
4) An interactive mini-workshop in which the whole audience works together on possible ways in which the messages of the film can be actively expressed and animated in our everyday lives.

BECOME AN AWAKENED SPONSOR

Local and national organizations, businesses, and individuals whose values, mission and focus align with the goals of the Awakened World Festival are invited to apply for Sponsorship. With an expected influx of 4-500+ full time out-of-town visitors, plus a highly enthusiastic local and regional audience, sponsorship in this festival will carry your message far beyond the usual standards for visibility.

CONTACT: BARBARA FIELDS, DIRECTOR
805-563-7343 OR BARBARA@AGNT.ORG